**LLETRES-CENTRAL**

**Journals Room**
Periodicals in alphabetical order.

**5th floor (001 - 820)**
Culture, literary criticism, English literature.

**6th floor (830 - 9)**
German, French, Italian, Slavic, Oriental and Arabic literature. History.

**Greek (Ca, Cb, Ea...)**
Greek language & culture, art, classicism, Byzantium.

**Hebrew (A, B, C, D, E, F)**
Hebrew language, Judaism, Jewish history, Bible.

**Closed stacks (D-, F-, R-...)**
Items can be ordered by placing a request.

---

**LLETRES-HISPÀNIQUES**

Spanish and Hispanic American literature. (860)

**LLETRES-LLATÍ**

Latin language & culture. Classical world. (D, DE)

**LLETRES-ROMÀNIQUES**

(800, 802, 849.9, 869...)
Modern languages, linguistics, Catalan, Basque, Galician & Portuguese literature.

---

**Opening hours**
Monday - Friday: 08:30 - 20:30 h.

**Contact**
Gran Via de Les Corts Catalanes, 585
08007 Barcelona

+34 934 035 317

crailletres@ub.edu

blocdelletres.ub.edu

---

Has it been useful? Help us to improve it
bit.ly/2s05WCQ
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More than 300,000 documents
1,600 journal titles
Specialized electronic resources

Subject collection
Communication & cultural industries
English Studies
Semitic languages (Arab & Hebrew)
Literary Theory
Classical Philology
Greek & Latin
Hispanic Studies
Linguistics
Modern Languages and Literatures
Romance Languages

Historical collection
The historical collection of the library holds materials back to 1820, an encyclopaedic collection essential to the study of the history of this university and of the city of Barcelona.

Cercabib
Check the documents location and availability through the discovery tool Cercabib:

cercabib.ub.edu

Access
The library is open to the public.
Access to services such as borrowing or the Internet is restricted to UB members or other authorized users.

Wi-Fi

wifi.ub.edu
This service is available to all members of the UB community.

eduroam
Network available to all UB community and members of other Eduroam participating institutions.

User training
Training workshops in the use of bibliographic tools like Mendeley, the academic search discovery tool Cercabib, and other specialized bibliographic databases.

Research & teaching support
We offer assistance to academic staff in, among other forms of support, publishing at the Institutional Repository or using the UB teaching platform.

Borrowing
Borrowing documents from all UB libraries.

Library consortium loans (PUC)
Free service enabling users to borrow materials from other libraries in the Consortium of University Services of Catalonia (CSUC).

Interlibrary loan
Can be used to get the documents not available through the prior loan services (fees apply).

Equipment
Laptops, headphones, mobile chargers and study rooms.

Facilities
Silent study rooms
Group study rooms
Tables with power outlets
Self service online printers
Self service photocopiers
Microform reader/copier
Book return box

More information
All about the CRAI Universitat de Barcelona:

crai.ub.edu